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Abstract: In Wavelength-Routed Optical Burst-Switched Networks (WR-OBS), 
lightpaths are dynamically established for the transmission ofbursts 
(aggregation of packets in edge routers} through a bufferless optical core. In 
this paper, we show how WR-OBS can provide end-to·end delay guarantees, 
and introduce methods to achieve fairness in the network. The conditions 
under which WR-OBS bring operational advantages when compared to 
wavelength-routed optical networks (WRONs) are identified using an example 
of a real network and taking into account the diameter of the network and the 
number of wavelengths required. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Wavelength-Routed Optical Burst Switched (WR-OBS) network 
architecture has been recently proposed and analysed as a promising packet 
network model to provide guaranteed latencies [1-3]. Optical burst-switched 
(OBS) networks [ 4-5] consist of optical core nodes connected to electronic 
edge routers, where packets are buffered according to their destination and 
class of service to form a burst, which is transmitted through the core 
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network. Thus, the OBS approach combines the processing and buffering 
capabilities of electronics at the network edge with the advantage of optical 
WDM transport and wavelength routing in the core. In contrast to the earlier 
OBS approaches [4,5], WR-OBS proposes the use of dynamic lightpaths for 
the transmission ofbursts. Each of the previous works on WR-OBS [1-3,6,7] 
has focused on one of the design sub-problems, assuming ideal scenarios for 
the others. In this paper, we evaluate the operational benefits of WR-OBS 
achievable in the design of optical transport networks assuming realistic 
network conditions, and compare WR-OBS with wavelength-routed optical 
networks (WRONs) [8]. Although either centralised or distributed 
algorithms can be used in WR-OBS, a centralised control scheme is assumed 
in this work to identify the conditions under which it satisfies the QoS 
requirements. The design conditions under which WR-OBS guarantee 
bounded end-to-end delays for 100% of packets are identified, and methods 
to provide fairness are introduced. A network is considered to be fair if the 
blocking probability of a connection between a source-destination pair is 
independent of the location of these nodes in the network [9]. 

2. BURST AGGREGATION METHODS 

In the WR-OBS architecture, packets are buffered in edge routers, 
according to their destination and class of service, for burst aggregation. 
Associated with each buffer there is a timer, and according to it, after a pre
defmed time period (1) from the arrival of the first packet of the burst, the 
process of requesting and establishing a unidirectionallightpath between the 
source and destination edge routers has to be initiated. In the centralised 
version, the edge router sends a request to a control node, which solves the 
dynamic routing and wavelength assignment (DRWA) problem and sends 
commands to cross-connects to establish the lightpath. The edge router must 
wait for an acknowledgement confirming that the lightpath has been 
established to be able to transmit the burst. Two methods to aggregate bursts, 
Limited-Burst Size (LBS) and Unlimited-Burst Size (UBS), have been 
proposed [3]. In LBS, the arrival of the acknowledgement to the edge router 
determines the end of the aggregation process of the. packets into a burst. 
Then, new packets arriving to the buffer during the burst transmission are 
not aggregated into this burst, but must wait for another lightpath to be 
established for their transmission. In UBS, new packets arriving at the buffer 
after the reception of the acknowledgement are considered as part of the 
current burst, and hence, the transmission process only fmishes when the 
buffer is empty, at which point the lightpath is deleted. Typical burst sizes 
are in the range of tens of milliseconds when LBS is used, and tens or 
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hundreds ofms -depending on the traffic load- when UBS is used. In [3], 
we suggested that UBS consistently performed with lower blocking 
probability than LBS. This result is further explored here together with 
techniques for setting timers to achieve fairness. 

3. END-TO-END DELAY GUARANTEES WITH 
FAIRNESS 

One of the key parameters when providing QoS in networks is the end
to-end delay, which is defmed as the time elapsed from the arrival of a 
packet to the source edge router until it is delivered to the destination edge 
router. In a WR-OBS, the end-to-end delay of a packet can be decomposed 
in three terms -the time elapsed for the packet in the buffer at the source 
edge router (tbuffer), the transmission delay of the packet Cttx) and the 
propagation delay from the source to the destination edge router (tprop,s-d). 

The transmission delay is usually not significant when compared to the other 
terms; note that the most common IP packet sizes are 44 and 1500 bytes 
[10], so for 10 Gbit/s transmission ttx = 35.2 ns and 1.2 J..1.S respectively, while 
tbuffer and tprop,s-d are in the range of milliseconds (take for example the 
propagation delay through 200 km of fibre, which is approximately 1 ms). 

Previous work on WR-OBS was focused on the analysis of the edge 
delay (tedge) [1-3,6,7], defined as the waiting time for the first packet of a 
burst from its arrival to the buffer until its transmission. Assuming that the 
peak bit-rate per source-destination pair and class of service does not exceed 
the capacity -bit-rate- of a lightpath, then the delay elapsed by any packet 
in the buffer will be equal or lower than tedge• that is, tbuffer ~ tedge· Therefore, 
guaranteeing a maximum end-to-end delay (~.max) for all the packets is 
equivalent to guaranteeing that the end-to-end delay of the first packet of 
every burst is below that value. The end-to-end delay for such a packet (Aee,h) 

is defined by Aee,b = tedge + ftx + tprop,s-d "" ledge + tprop,s-d. 

In a WR-OBS with centralised control, ledge depends, in tum, on: 
-the value of the timer (T) set to determine request sending time, 
- twice the propagation delay from the source edge router to the control 

node (2tprop,s-ctrr) -request and acknowledgement propagation,-
- the processing delay in the control node, which includes the calculation 

time of the algorithm (tc) and the queuing delay (tq), -note that these are 
non-deterministic values, 

- and the delay required for tuning the laser in the source node and for the 
reconfiguration of the cross-connects in the source-destination path (ttunlng). 

Therefore, the following relationship must hold, 
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T + 2t prop,s-ctrl + tq + tc + ttuning + t prop,s-d :::; /l.ee,max • (1) 

The location of the nodes plays an important role on the performance of 
dynamic connections to other nodes. Note that tprop,s-ctrl depends on the 
relative placements of the source edge router and the control node in the 
network, and tprop,s-d depends on the location of the source and destination 
nodes, on the DRWA strategy, and on the network resource availability. This 
information must be taken into account in order to provide a fair service, so 
that all source-destination pairs (from now on, s-d pairs) have the same 
guarantees independently of their location in the network. We denote the 
physical location-dependent terms in equation (1) by llph.sd = 2tprop,s-ctrl + 
tprop,s-d. and we refer to this parameter as the location-dependent delay. Note 
that during the dynamic operation of the network, in general, different routes 
will be allocated for the transmission between a s-d pair. The minimum 
value of Aph,sd is obtained when the shortest delay path is employed, then the 
minimum location-dependent delay for a s-d pair is llph,sd,min = 2tprop,s-ctrl + 
tprop,s-d,min. where tprop,s-d,min is the propagation delay through such a path. 

3.1 Control node and strategies for fairness provision 

In the centralised architecture, the functions of the control node are to 
receive requests, search for a route and a wavelength, and transmit 
acknowledgements/rejection messages to source nodes as well as commands 
to optical cross-connects for the establishment of lightpaths. A novel 
component in the control node, the request scheduler, was described as a 
method to improve the efficiency of DRW A algorithms and optimise the 
wavelength requirements while bounding the latency in the control node [6). 
As shown here, it allows further advantages as controlling the end-to-end 
delay while providing fairness. 

In this work we consider a classless network, so only one queue is 
required in the control node to store requests. The request scheduler selects 
the next one to be processed according to a certain policy. We employ a 
number of policies based on Earliest Deadline First (EDF), as it is the 
optimal scheduling discipline to support bounded delay services [11]. Once a 
request is selected, it is passed to the DRW A block, which performs a search 
for a route and wavelength. If it is found, it is checked whether the 
acknowledgement time to the source node, the tuning delay and the 
propagation delay to the destination node are low enough so that Aee.max is not 
exceeded. Otherwise -if it is exceeded or if no route was found,- the 
request is added to a temporal set of unsuccessfully processed requests, 
where it remains until any lightpath is released. At that point, the request is 
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moved back to the queue, so that it can be selected again for another attempt 
by the DRW A block. When a request has stayed in the control node so long 
that even if it were assigned the shortest delay route to the destination node 
11ee,max would be exceeded, it is deleted from the control node, and a rejection 
message is submitted towards the source node of that request. Note that 
rejection of requests is not due to blocking of the DRWA algorithm but to 
being unable to provide an end-to-end delay below !l.ee,max· A parameter 
related to the request scheduler is the maximum scheduling time (tsched,max), 

which is defined as the maximum delay allowed for a request to stay in the 
control node (including queuing delay and unsuccessful stays in the DRW A 
block, but excluding the calculation time of one attempt -and assuming the 
worst case tc,max) while satisfying the maximum allowable end-to-end delay. 
Thus, 

/:iee,b :::;T+/:iph,sd,min +tc,max +ttuning +tsched,max =/:iee,max' (2) 

The scheduling time has a threefold function: (a) to allocate time for 
queuing, (b) to allow for multiple connection attempts if a lightpath cannot 
be established at the first attempt in the DRWA block, and (c) to provide 
extra time so that longer paths than the shortest delay one can be allocated. 

As was previously mentioned, the propagation delays can vary depending 
on the location of the control node and of the nodes involved in the 
transmission. In this work, we study two different main scenarios to adjust 
the timers and to implement the EDF policy in the control node. With the 
first strategy (scenario A) no distance information is used at edge routers 
(but it may be employed in the control node), while with the second 
(scenario B), the location-dependent delay is used at edge routers. The aim 
of these strategies is to provide as much fairness as possible. For each class 
of service, fairness is defined as the provision of guaranteed maximum end
to-end delay with uniform blocking probability (due to exceeding this delay) 
for all s-d pairs. 

3.1.1 Scenario A: Edge routers without knowledge of /iph,st~,min 

In this scenario, all edge routers set their timers to the same value T, 
independently on their distance to the control node and independently on 
their distance to the destination node. By doing so, the maximum scheduling 
time will be different for different s-d pairs. Since the equality in (2) must 
hold, s-d pairs with low !l.ph,sd,min will have a high value of tsched.max• and vice 
versa. This clearly leads to an unfair network as "easy" connections are 
allocated more scheduling time (tsched.max) than "difficult" ones, and hence, 
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the latter connections will suffer higher blocking probabilities than the 
former. In order to introduce fairness, the request scheduler can use 
information on the delay experienced by the requests and on distance 
between involved nodes to select the next request to process. Depending on 
how much of this information is used, a number of policies can be defmed: 
A.1 Select the request that has stayed longer in the control node. As no 

additional information is used, this policy results in unfair treatment of 
the connections between more distant node pairs. 

A.2 Select the request with highest elapsed edge delay (tedge_elapsed). The 
elapsed edge delay is the waiting time of the first packet of the burst. 

A.3 Select the request that has the highest tedge_elapsed + tprop,s-ctrl + ftuning· 

A.4 Select the request with highest tedge_elapsed + tprop.s-ctrl + ltuntng + tprop,s-d.min· 

To use one of these three policies, the control node be provided with 
information on the elapsed edge delay when the request is received, which 
must be included with the request by the source edge router. This 
information is then updated by the control node, taking into account the 
propagation delay of the request, and the time spent within the control node. 

3.1.2 Scenario B: Edge routers with lmowledge of Aph.,sd,min 

Edge routers are aware of their distance to the control node, and of their 
minimum distance to other edge routers, so if an edge router is going to 
transmit to an edge router close to it, it will send the request to the control 
node later than if it wants to transmit to an edge router which is far from it. 
Each timer in the network is adjusted so that T + b..ph.sd,min is equal for all of 
them. By doing so, the maximum scheduling time allocated for each source
destination lightpath request will be the same one independently on their 
location of the network. The scheduler selects the next request to be 
processed as that with the highest value of tedge_elapsed + tprop,s-ctrl + ttuning + 
tprop,s-d.mino which in this case is equivalent to selecting the request which has 
spent the longest time within the control node. 

4. CASE STUDY: THE NSFNET AS A WR-OBS 

By way of illustration of the above points and to explore whether 
WR-OBS networks have performance advantages compared to WRONs, we 
analyse the centralised WR-OBS architecture for the NSFNet topology 
(Figure 1) by means of simulation (all results are shown with 95% 
confidence intervals). The NSFNet consists of 14 nodes and 21 bidirectional 
links. We assume there is one edge router per core router. Each edge router 
has 13 buffers -one per destination- where constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic 
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is being aggregated into bursts. The size of the buffers will be calculated 
below. We assume that all s-d pairs have the same traffic load (defined as the 
ratio between the input bit-rate at each buffer and the bit-rate of a lightpath 
-which was set to 10 Gbit/s-). The location of the control node was 
selected so that the average propagation delay from the nodes of the network 
to it was minimised. When doing so, it was determined that the optimal 
location is Pennsylvania (PA). The control topology was set by establishing 
shortest-delay paths from every node to the control node (Figure 1 ). The 
control topology could be implemented physically by reserving a wavelength 
or by using a parallel low capacity link. We assume that cross-connects 
require 1 ms to be reconfigured, and tunable lasers in edge routers also 
require a tuning time of 1 ms to switch between wavelengths. 

As shown in [8], for this physical topology 13 wavelengths are sufficient 
to map a full logical topology with 1 lightpath-worth of demand between 
every s-d pair. Therefore, a WR-OBS with 13 wavelengths would give no 
operational resource reduction when compared to a WRON (under the 
assumption that the peak input bit-rate to each buffer does not exceed the 
capacity of a lightpath). We study the case of 12 wavelengths (plus a control 
channel) as a limiting scenario. 

A classless network is studied, but strict requirements are set so that real 
time services are guaranteed. In order to allow videoconference services, the 
end-to-end delay should be below 100 ms [12]. We reserve 10 ms for 
processing at end nodes (for instance for compression issues) and therefore 
the target for the network is to provide a guaranteed end-to-end delay of at 
most 90 ms for 100% of packets. The target maximum average burst 
blocking probability (due to being unable to provide an end-to-end delay 
below 90 ms) is set to 104 . 

Under the assumptions of traffic, lightpath capacity and delays 
considered, each buffer at edge routers requires 108 MB (90 ms of data 
arriving at highest input bit-rate, 10 Gbit/s) to ensure no packet loss due to 
buffer overflow, so that packet loss is only due to rejected lightpath requests. 

The minimum location dependent delay for a connection between nodes 
CA2 and NY is 60.975 ms. Therefore, even assuming no queuing delay in 
the control node, and that the shortest-delay path is found at the first attempt 
in the DRWA block, the minimum end-to-end delay will be 61.975 ms (as 
the tuning delay is 1 ms). In contrast, the connection between PA and NJ (or 
NY), can have an end-to-end delay as low as 2.575 ms. This fact shows the 
asymmetry of the network in terms of propagation delays. Note that f).ph,sd.min 

imposes a limit on the maximum diameter of the network, or equivalently on 
the minimum end-to-end delay that can be guaranteed in a network. For 
instance, a WR-OBS architecture is not viable for NSFNet if the aim is to 
guarantee end-to-end delays for all packets below 60.975 ms. 
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We employ the dynamic routing and wavelength assignment algorithm 
AUR-EXHAUSTIVE [13] since it is an efficient one as shown in [13,14]. 
Moreover, it gives preference to routes with lower number of hops, which is 
a good idea from the point of view of delay (although it is not the optimal 
one). The average calculation time is assumed to follow a Beta(0,0.2,5,5) 
distribution, which gives values bounded by 0 and 0.2 ms (so, tc,max = 0.2 
ms), and with average 0.1 ms. 

Ml NY 
Edge router 

(ijl Core router 

~Control node 

Figure 1. Centralised WR-OBS architecture applied to the NSFNET topology. We assume 
one edge router per core router. The control node is set in Pennsylvania (P A), and the dashed 

lines show the control topology. Distances between nodes are shown in km [15]. 

4.1 Analysis of the scenarios for providing fairness 

There is an average burst blocking probability associated with each s-d 
pair, which should be uniform in a fair network. The problem of studying 
each pair separately is that very long simulations are required in order to 
analyse low blocking probabilities. Therefore, we first study the global 
average burst blocking probability, which is defined as the number of 
rejected requests divided by all requests received by the control node. Then 
we study fairness for high blocking probabilities (around 10'2) analysing the 
blocking probability associated to every s-d pair separately. 

4.1.1 Scenario A: Edge routers without knowledge of l!ph,sd,min 

Tests have been done for LBS and UBS burst aggregation schemes using 
the four policies explained for the scheduler under this scenario. The best 
results on blocking probability are obtained for the fourth policy (A.4), 
which is the one that employs more information about delays. Evidence on 
this will be shown later. Results are plotted in Figures 2.a (LBS) and 2.b 
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(UBS). In both cases, the best results on blocking probability are obtained 
when timers are set to T = 0 ms. When LBS is employed a traffic load of up 
to nearly 0.2 can be carried by the network guaranteeing a maximum end-to
end delay of 90 ms and with a global average burst blocking probability 
below 10-4• The network can carry a higher traffic load -up to 0.3 with the 
same guarantees·- when using UBS. Moreover, for all loads UBS obtains 
lower blocking probabilities than LBS. This confirms the suggestion given in 
(3], where we showed that UBS uses resources more efficiently than LBS. 

4.1.2 Scenario B: Edge routers with knowledge of liph,sd,mi" 

Figures 2.c and 2.d show results on blocking probability for LBS and 
UBS respectively. fu scenario A, all s-d pairs set their timers to the same 
value ofT. Now, different pairs have different values of the timer, but all of 
them have the same value for ~5ched.max· For that reason, results are plot as a 
ftmction of the maximum scheduling time instead of T. 
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Figure 2. Average burst blocking probability for the NSFNet configured as a WR-OBS with 
centralised control and 12 wavelengths. A maximum end-to-end delay of90 ms is guaranteed 

for all the packets. (a) Results for scenario A.4 and LBS, (b) results for scenario A.4 and 
UBS, (c) results for scenario B and LBS, (d) results for scenario B and UBS. 

Note that the lowest blocking probability is not obtained with the highest 
possible tsched.max· This is because there is a trade:..off between T and tsched,max· 

When Tis increased, lightpaths are more efficiently used (the overhead due 
to lightpath set-up is less significant as lightpaths are held longer, since the 
aggregation time, and hence the amount of data to transmit, increase), and 
this leads to a decrease on blocking probability. When tsched,max is increased 
the available time for reattempting a connection increases, and hence the 
blocking probability decreases. Since the aim is to provide an upper-bounded 
end-to-end delay, both parameters cannot be simultaneously increased. If T 
is increased, then tsched,max must decrease, and vice versa. For that reason, 
there is an optimal combination ofT and tsched,max· 
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Again, UBS obtains better results than LBS. When using this scenario 
and the UBS aggregation method, the network can carry a traffic load of up 
to 0.35 while satisfying the QoS requirements. 

As shown in Figure 2.d, the optimal tsched,max for NSFNet is 20 ms, so T + 
llph,sd,min = 68.8 ms. Therefore, timers in the network should be set to values 
between T = 7.825 ms and T = 67. 225 ms. (The former timer is associated to 
the buffer for transmission from CA2 to NY, and the latter is associated to 
transmission from PA to NJ, and from PA to NY.) 

4.1.3 Comparison of the scenarios 

Figure 3 shows the best value in terms of blocking probability for all the 
strategies proposed. The blocking probability increases with the traffic load, 
but strategies A.l to A.3 have a local minimum around 0.7 and 0.8, which 
can be due to unfairness issues. The lowest blocking· probabilities are 
obtained for scenario B for low traffic loads, and for scenario A.4 for higher 
loads. 

To study network fairness in each modelled scenario, we study the 
blocking probabilities associated to each s-d pair. In this section we only 
show the results for strategies A.3, A.4 and B. We have assumed again a 
maximum end-to-end delay of 90 ms for all the packets, and the traffic load 
has been set in order to give a global blocking probability around 10-2• UBS 
has been used as aggregation method, adjusting timers to the optimum value 
according to Figures 2.b and 2.d (T = 0 ms for A.3 and A.4, and and T + 
ll.ph.sd,min = 68.8 ms for scenario B). Figure 4 shows scatter diagrams of the 
average burst blocking probability for each s-d pair versus the minimum 
location-dependent delay. 

When applying scenario A.3, the blocking probability is heavily 
dependent on ll.ph,sd.min· Scenarios A.4 and B have blocking probabilities 
which are approximately uncorrelated with ll.ph,sd.min· Better results on 
fairness are obtained with strategy B as blocking probabilities are more 
concentrated around the average -solid lines in Figure 4- with this 
strategy (the coefficient of variation is lower). Anyway, the network is not 
fair yet as different pairs have different blocking probabilities. The proposed 
methods take into account distance information, but there are other 
topological factors with an impact on fairness and these facts have not been 
considered. For instance, some links are more congested than others (which 
in tum depends on traffic statistics), and not all nodes have the same 
physical degree (number of in-going and out-going links). Therefore, 
although strategy B is a good starting point, further research should be 
carried out on this topic. 
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Figure 3. Average burst blocking probability for the NSFNet configured as a WR-OBS with 
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4.2 Impact of the netwo.rk diamete.r on the maximum 
suppo.rted traffic load 

To understand the impact of the network diameter on the maximum 
traffic load supported by a WR-OBS, the NSFNet topology, where the edges 
are scaled down by a factor of three, is analysed. Thus for the original and 
the scaled versions of the NSFNet the network diameter is 4455 km and 
1485 km, respectively. As UBS and scenario B have been shown to be most 
efficient in terms of blocking probability and fairness, these are used as a 
basis for the simulation in this section. As shown in Figure 5, a traffic load 
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of up to nearly 0.7 can be carried by the network while satisfying the same 
QoS parameters than in previous sections. 
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Figure 5. Average burst blocking probability for a scaled version ofNSFNet (link distances 
divided by 3) configured as a WR-OBS with centralised control and 12 wavelengths, when 
the UBS scheme and policy B are used. fl.ee.max ~ 90 ms is guaranteed for all the packets. 

Therefore, the scaled version can carry twice the traffic load that the 
original NSFNet could with the same guarantees. Hence, the lower the 
diameter of a network is, the greater the traffic range is in which the network 
has performance advantages when compared to a quasi-static WRON. There 
are two reasons for this behaviour. First of all, since l::..ph,sd.min is lower in 
networks with smaller diameters, there is less overhead in lightpaths. As 
lightpaths are more efficiently used, a lower number of lightpaths will be 
simultaneously established, while carrying the same total traffic load, and so 
there will be more resources available [3]. Secondly, as the propagation 
delays are smaller but the maximum end-to-end delay does not vary, the 
maximum scheduling time can be higher, so there is more available time to 
reattempt a connection if a route and wavelength is not found the first time a 
request goes into the DRWA block. 

4.3 Impact of the number of wavelengths on the 
maximum supported traffic load 

Figure 6 shows the trade-off between the number of wavelengths 
available in a WR-OBS and the blocking probability (again, using UBS and 
scenario B), for the scaled version ofNSFNet. The figure also illustrates one 
of the advantages of WR-OBS architectures: their potential for capacity 
upgrades. When the network is deployed, a few wavelengths may be 
sufficient for the routing of existing traffic. For instance, with 8 wavelengths 
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a load of0.35 can be transported in the example. However, ifthe traffic load 
increases, the system can be upgraded by adding wavelengths as required in 
order to accommodate the increase. For instance, a load of around 0.55 could 
be carried if 2 more wavelengths are added. Note that if NSFNet were 
configured as a static WRON, 13 wavelengths would be required in order to 
provide single-hop connectivity between all s-d pairs, even if a low traffic 
load is to be transmitted. Hence, a WR-OBS could be attractive for network 
operators as the architecture can evolve with varying traffic demands. 
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Figure 6. Average burst blocking probability for the scaled version ofNFSNet (link distances 
divided by 3) configured as a WR-OBS with centralised control, using UBS, policy B, and for 

different numbers of wavelengths. ~.max S 90 ms is guaranteed for all the packets. 

5. SUMMARY 

Wavelength-routed optical burst-switched (WR-OBS) networks are a 
promising architecture to provide guaranteed latencies. In this paper, we 
have extended our previous work on scheduling policies in architectures 
with centralised control [6], to ensure bounded end-to-end delays in realistic 
networks, considering the asymmetry in terms of propagation delays 
between different s-d pairs. In WR-OBS, as in any network with dynamic 
allocation of lightpaths, it is important not only to achieve low blocking 
probabilities, but also to provide a fair service independently of the location 
of the nodes. Hence, we have proposed a number of techniques to provide 
fairness so that all s-d pairs have approximately the same (low) blocking 
probability due to exceeding the maximum allowable end-to-end delay. The 
best performing scenario has proved to be one in which timers controlling 
submission of requests to the control node are adjusted by taking into 
account both the distance to the control and to the destination node. It should 
be noted that this method did not consider other parameters with an impact 
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on fairness (such as the physical degree of the nodes and link congestion, 
which in tum depends on traffic statistics), and requires further analysis. 

Systematic comparison of the burst aggregation schemes and techniques 
for setting timers have been carried out. As a result of this, UBS has been 
validated as the optimal burst aggregation method in WR-OBS architectures, 
although it is less predictable on the wavelength-use time. 

A realistic network, the NSFNet, has been analysed to judge whether it 
brings advantages when it is configured as a WR-OBS. Strict requirements 
on end-to-end delay (bounded by 90 ms) and on blocking probability (1 04 ) 

were set. It was shown that under these conditions, a traffic load of 0.35 can 
be transmitted using 12 wavelengths. But if a lower number of wavelengths 
is used, say 10, the maximum traffic load that can be transmitted by the 
network decreases to only 0.01. If the NSFNet is configured as a WRON, it 
can support higher traffic loads (up to 1) with only 13 wavelengths. Hence, a 
WR-OBS may not bring resource reduction in terms of wavelength 
requirements compared to a WRON. The reason for this has been related to 
the network diameter (4455 km), which introduces a high overhead in setting 
up of lightpaths. As the network diameter decreases, WR-OBS networks 
become more efficient when compared to WRONs. When a scaled version 
of the NSFNet topology was analysed (configured as a WR-OBS), it was 
shown that higher traffic loads could be transmitted than in the not-scaled 
one while using a lower number of wavelengths, together with a capacity to 
accommodate potential traffic growth. For instance, it allows a load of up to 
0.35 with 8 wavelengths, and up to 0.7 with 12 wavelengths. 

A key factor on the suitability of WR-OBS architectures is the traffic 
load that the network must support. According to [16], in current networks 
most links are utilised below 10% and the utilisation is expected to continue 
being low due to the improvements on link speed. Therefore, networks 
operate in the low traffic loads range, and it is in this regime where 
WR-OBS offers greatest operational benefits compared to WRONs. 
Moreover, a WR-OBS network can be easily upgraded by adding 
wavelengths as required in order to accommodate traffic increases. 

Although this work has focused in centralised architectures, it is worth 
noting that distributed control in WR-OBS is also possible, and is preferred 
in helping maximise network resilience. 
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